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Abstract

The main Marmara Fault exhibits numerous sites of fluid venting, observed during previous cruises and in particular

with R.O.V. VICTOR during the MARMARASCARPS cruise (2002). Long CALYPSO cores were recovered near active

vents and at reference sites during the MARMARA-VT cruise (2004), together with echosounder sub-bottom profiles

(frequency of 3.5 kHz). We compiled R.O.V. video observations from MARMARASCARPS cruise and show that all

known seeps occur in relationship with strike-slip faults, providing pathways for fluid migration. Among the main active

sites, a distinction is made between gas seeps and water seeps. At gas seeps, bubble emissions at the seafloor or disturbed

echofacies on sounder profiles demonstrate the presence of free methane gas at a shallow depth within the sediment. Most

cores displayed gas-related expansion, most intense for cores taken within the gas plumes. On the other hand, authigenic

carbonate chimneys characterize the water seeps and visible water outflow was observed at two sites (in the Tekirdağ and

Central basins). The pore fluid chemistry data show that the water expelled at these sites is brackish water trapped in the

sediment during lacustrine times (before 14 cal kyr BP), in relation with the paleoceanography in the Sea of Marmara. The

chimney site in the Tekirdağ Basin is located at the outlet of a canyon feeding a buried fan with coarse sandy turbidites.

Pore fluid composition profiles indicate that the sand layers channel the brackish fluids laterally from the basin into the

fault zone at less than 20m depth. However, a deeper gas source cannot be excluded.
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1. Introduction

Seafloor manifestations of fluid expulsion are
common on continental shelves and slopes world-
wide and are designated as cold seeps (Paull et al.,
1984; Juniper and Sibuet, 1987; Dimitrov and
Woodside, 2003; Judd and Hovland, 2007). Cold
seeps are often observed in association with active
faults (Moore et al., 1990; Le Pichon et al., 1992;
Henry et al., 2002), leading to the hypothesis that at
least some of these faults may channel fluids from
deep levels in the sediment and possibly from the
seismogenic zone in the crust. Although cold seeps
are frequently associated with compression, strike-
slip faults appear favorable for the expulsion
of deep fluids (Orange et al., 1999; Chamot-Rooke
et al., 2005; Zitter et al., 2006).

The Sea of Marmara is located on the northern
branch of the North Anatolian Fault. This major
system takes up about 20–25mm/yr of strike-slip
motion, representing most of the motion between
the Anatolian plate and the Eurasian plate (Fig. 1;
McClusky et al., 2000; Armijo et al., 2002; Meade
et al., 2002; Le Pichon et al., 2003). The seafloor
expression of active faults in the Sea of Marmara is
known from EM300 multibeam bathymetric sur-
veys, high-resolution seismics, and video observa-
tions (Imren et al., 2001; Rangin et al., 2001, 2004;
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Armijo et al., 2002, 2005; Demirbag et al., 2003;
Beck et al., 2007). Although tectonic interpretations
may differ regarding the amount of extension taken
up by individual faults, published seafloor fault
maps are comparable (Fig. 2), except along the
southern edge of the C- ınarcık Basin.

Following the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake, gas
release into the water column of the Gulf of Izmit
was observed (Alpar, 1999) and gas migration
within the sediments was imaged with high-resolu-
tion seismics (Kuscu et al., 2005). In the main part
of the Sea of Marmara, cold seeps were observed
with deep-towed cameras and dissolved methane
anomalies were found in the water column (Pätzold
et al., 2000). Remotely operated vehicle (R.O.V.)
dives along active fault scarps later showed carbo-
nate chimneys with visible water outflow (Armijo
et al., 2005); this latter observation is rather unusual
for cold seeps.

This study focuses on identifying the geological
controls on cold seep pattern and distribution. We
rely on R.O.V. VICTOR visual observations from
MARMARASCARPS (Armijo et al., 2005) to
identify and map seafloor manifestations. At several
locations, the presence of gas in the sediment can be
established from chirp sub-bottom profiler and
observations on cores. The relationship between
cold seeps and active faults is assessed based on
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Fig. 2. Shaded multibeam bathymetric map of the Sea of Marmara from Suroit EM300 data with the fault trace expression on seafloor

(from Le Pichon et al., 2001) and the location of MARMARA-VT cores (Mercator projection). Abbreviations: TB, Tekirdağ Basin; CB,
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these observations and on previous morphotectonic
studies (Fig. 2; Imren et al., 2001; Rangin et al.,
2001, 2004; Armijo et al., 2002, 2005; Demirbag et al.,
2003; Beck et al., 2007). During MARMARA-VT

cruise in 2004, four cores were taken in different
settings (water outflow zone, gassy sediment
zone and reference site) for pore fluid extraction
(cruise report, cruise data and core description are
available at http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/�henry/marmara).
Fluid–sediment interactions at depth affecting fluid
chemistry, the chemical composition of the expelled
fluids reflects not only their origin, but also the
processes during their ascent. It is thus expected that
the pore fluid composition should provide useful
information on the source and flow paths of the
fluids. We present here elemental pore fluid compo-
sition, chlorinity, and sulfate data from these cores.
These data show that the water expelled is of very
low salinity and we examine possible explanations.
We also show that the characteristics of the fluid
seepages are not entirely defined by tectonics, but
also influenced by sedimentary structure (e.g. sand
layer geometry) and erosion.

2. Material and methods

The data presented in this paper were acquired
during two different cruises. The MARMARAS-

CARPS cruise took place on board the R/V
L’ATALANTE from 16 September to 15 October
2002 and provided chirp sub-bottom profiler data
and R.O.V. survey for microbathymetry and visual
observations of the seafloor. Underwater navigation
was processed with IFREMER ADELIE softwarer.
We compiled video observations and seafloor pictures
from the R.O.V. VICTOR6000 and localized differ-
ent manifestations of seafloor venting using ARC-
GIS/ADELIE software. The area of observation
depends on the altitude of the R.O.V., but in general
is 2–3m wide and several meters deep. Most images
resolve objects of centimeter-scale in size. Micro-
bathymetry data were displayed with Generic Map-
ping Tool (Wessel and Smith, 1991), with grid cell size
0.5� 0.5m.

The MARMARA-VT cruise took place on board
the R/V MARION DUFRESNE from 4 to 8 May
2004 and operated the giant Calypso piston
corer that retrieves up to 55m long cores. Cores
MD04-2737, MD04-2740, MD04-2741 and MD04-
2742 cores (Table 1; Fig. 2) were retrieved between
592 and 1245m water depth, for MARMARA-VT

purpose; core lengths range between 24.47 and
41.85m. Sediment sampling for pore fluid extrac-
tion was performed at section ends while the cores
were cut in 1.5m long sections on the deck,
immediately after recovery. Additional samples
were taken later on split sections to improve
resolution (20–50 cm resolution) in the first few
meters. Samples were wrapped in parafilm to
prevent evaporation and stored in a cold room
before pore fluid extraction. They were then
squeezed at 4 1C in the cold room with a pore water
squeezer, using an argon pressure of 0.35MPa,
through a cellulose membrane filter of 0.2 mm. Pore

http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/~henry/marmara
http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/~henry/marmara
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Table 1

MARMARA-VT cores length and location

Core Latitude Longitude Water depth (m) Core length (m)

MD04-2737 40138.750N 27137.210E 1117 41.85

MD04-2740 40148.240N 27143.540E 1110 24.47

MD04-2741 40147.820N 27137.690E 592 32

MD04-2742 40148.730N 28100.520E 1245 32.93
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water squeezers used onboard were provided by
ITU and by GEOMAR. They can process batches
of up to 10 samples. Volumes extracted decreased
with depth but volumes of 5–25ml could be
extracted. Carbonate alkalinity and pH were
measured on board but all other measurements
were performed in shore-based laboratories. Ele-
mental concentrations (B, Li, Mn, Ca, Fe, Na, Mg,
Sr, Si, Ba, K) were determined with ICP-AES
(inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spec-
troscopy) at IFM-GEOMAR and are given in
Supplementary Table 2 with standard deviations.
Chloride and sulfate were determined using a
colorimetric method with a Technikonr segmen-
ted-flow autoanalyzer and have a precision of
1.5mmol/L. Chirp sub-bottom profiler data were
also acquired during this cruise.

3. Cold seeps in the Sea of Marmara

3.1. Cold seep characteristics and background

The seafloor manifestations in the Sea of Marmara
have many characteristics in common with other cold
seep sites around the world observed in previous
studies (Henry et al., 1996, 2002; Sibuet and Olu,
1998; Dimitrov, 2003; Hovland, 2003; Zitter et al.,
2005; Judd and Hovland, 2007). Cold seeps are areas
where seepage of fluids enriched in reduced com-
pounds, most commonly methane and hydrogen
sulfide, occurs through the seafloor. These com-
pounds may be dissolved in the pore fluid or they
may migrate as a separate gas phase. Manifestations
of redox reactions such as dark patches are an
indirect indication of fluid expulsion through the
seafloor. The bottom water of the Sea of Marmara
has low oxygen content but is not anoxic. In normal
conditions, deep sea sedimented seafloor is gray to
brown with animals burrows and sulfate reduction
occurs a few meters deep within the sediment
(C- agatay et al., 2004). In dark patches, sulfate
reduction occurs immediately beneath the seafloor
surface (Tsunogai et al., 2002). The dark color of the
sediment presumably results from the accumulation
of iron sulfides, sometimes combined with organic
matter. Dark patches are often covered with white
mats with little apparent structure. These patches are
attributed to sulfide-oxidizing bacteria (Sassen et al.,
1993) and develop where sulfide flux through the
seafloor is high. Bacterial mats are also the first
colonizers of new seeps or new surfaces (Hovland,
2002; Teichert et al., 2005).

Cold seeps induce an increase of benthic biologi-
cal activity (Paull et al., 1984; Sibuet et al., 1988;
Olu et al., 1996; Sibuet and Olu, 1998). Some of the
species found in this environment (e.g. bivalves and
siboglinids polychaetes) bear symbiotic bacteria
using methane or sulfide oxidation as their primary
energy source. Other species abundant at cold seeps
have no proven symbiotic association and some of
them are mere opportunists (e.g. tubicolous poly-
chaetes, gastropods, galatheid crabs, echinoderms,
macrurid fishes). The Sea of Marmara fauna shares
some characteristics with that of the Mediterranean
(Olu-Le Roy et al., 2004), but unlike in the
Mediterranean, no siboglinids polychaetes have
been observed yet. One remarkable feature is the
abundance of dead sea urchins near, and in, the
black patches, where they lie partially buried. They
have not been identified yet, but they appear to
belong to species of spineless urchins living bur-
rowed into the sediments.

Authigenic carbonate crusts precipitated at the
sediment/water interface and carbonate chimneys
are common at cold seep sites and are considered to
be by-products of the microbial oxidation of
hydrocarbons (Kulm et al., 1986; Hovland et al.,
1987; Kulm and Suess, 1990; Von Rad et al., 1996;
Aloisi et al., 2000). Inactive chimneys could be
eroded remnants of conduits which formed within
the sediment. However, there are occurrences of
active chimneys, or chemoherms which formed at
least in part above the seafloor (Teichert et al.,
2005). Spectacular examples are found in the Black
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Sea, where their growth in the bottom water is
probably favored by anoxic conditions (Michaelis
et al., 2002).

Methane emission in the water column can be
detected from dissolved gas content (Charlou et al.,
2003) or from geophysics when gas bubbles are
expelled (Alpar, 1999; Kuscu et al., 2005). A strong
increase of spontaneous bubble emission was
observed in the Gulf of Izmit after the Kocaeli
1999 earthquake (Alpar, 1999; Kuscu et al., 2005).
In the main part of the Sea of Marmara, dissolved
gas was detected (Pätzold et al., 2000). During
MARMARASCARPS cruise, gas bubble escaped
from black patches when small corers where pushed
into the sediment, as shown in the supplementary
movie provided by Armijo et al. (2005).

3.2. R.O.V. observations in the Sea of Marmara

The physiography of the Sea of Marmara consists
of two distinct areas: a wide southern shelf (about
30 km from shoreline to 100m contour) and a
northern area where lies a series of E-W trending
basins (up to 1200m in depth) separated by NNE-
SSW trending ridges (Fig. 1). The fault trace, visible
in the EM300 bathymetry is well expressed across
the highs but has a more complex pattern within the
basins (Fig. 2). We will describe seafloor manifesta-
tions of fluid seepage from west to east, across the
Fig.10a
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Tekirdağ Basin, the Western High, the Central
Basin, and the C- ınarcık Basin.

3.2.1. Tekirdağ Basin

In the Tekirdağ Basin, all known seeps are
observed along the main fault scarp on the southern
side of the basin. This fault is connected to the
Ganos fault with a 101 clockwise bend (Fig. 2). The
fault trace may be followed based on bathymetry
and microbathymetry. Clusters of black patches and
bacterial mats are found sporadically (with typical
spacing 2 km) along the western part of the fault
trace, where no seafloor rupture was observed with
the R.O.V. (Fig. 3). Seepage activity increases
eastward, to become nearly continuous.

The most remarkable site is a 400m wide zone
located at the outlet of a canyon where a seafloor
rupture with horizontal slickenslides was found
(Armijo et al., 2005). It comprises seven main
carbonate chimneys (T1–T7 from W to E, Fig. 4),
forming conical, cylindrical or mound-shaped con-
structions 10–50 cm high. Their summits are cov-
ered with white material which is most probably
bacterial mat, or may consist of mineral precipitates
(such as metal sulfides). At the 100–400m scale,
chimneys align along the N801 main 1–2m high
fault scarp (Fig. 4). At the 1–50m scale, alignments
striking N651 were also observed at several sites and
are interpreted as R1 Riedel shears. The chimneys
MD042740
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T2, T3, T4 and T7 occur at the intersection of the
main N801 fault scarp and N651-striking carbonate
outcrops. The chimneys T5 and T6 lie along a N651
trend also comprising smaller vents (at least 6).
These smaller vents (T6b–T6g) bear bacterial mats
and are spaced at 1–3m intervals. They form the
most active site of the area. Chimney T6a (also
known as ‘‘Jack the Smoker’’; Armijo et al., 2005) is
a conical active chimney 50 cm wide at the base and
50 cm high. The peak is covered by white and brown
bacterial mat and small yellow bivalves are found
on the flank of the chimney. An outflow of fresh
water, visible by a difference of optical index from
the surrounding seawater, is escaping from a fissure
near the top. Seeping of water also occurs from
numerous vent orifices at the base of the chimney.
Near Jack the smoker, two small peaks crowned
with bacterial mats of 10 and 30 cm high (T6b and
T5) are found within small dark patches within a
distance of less than 1m. The chimney T4 is found
on the edge of a carbonate slab, which presumably
redirects the flow. T3 is found on top of a stratified
carbonate pile and now appears inactive, while
seeping occurs in a depression surrounding the
mound, as shown by the distribution of bivalves and
bacterial mats. At site T2, authigenic carbonate
crusts were broken result of seafloor displacement
of up to 1m of vertical offset (Fig. 9a in Armijo
et al., 2005; Fig. 5) and this rupture exposes parts of
the plumbing system, which would normally be
buried in the sediment. Chimney T2 lies on the
seafloor rupture and 2m east of T2, a carbonate
chimney built on top of the scarp was broken by
the fault rupture and displays its internal structure
(Fig. 5).

The distribution of vents at the main Tekirdağ
site shows that focussed flow occurs along fault
conduits and that interaction between Riedel faults
and the main fault plane appears favorable to
conduit formation. Observations also suggest that
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sealing of conduits by authigenic carbonate com-
petes with erosion and fracturing.

3.2.2. Western High

On the Western High, R.O.V. visual observations
extend for 5 km along the fault within a small pull-
apart basin (Fig. 3). Venting sites are revealed by
clusters of black circular patches, occasionally
associated with bacterial mats. In the most active
zone black patches align continuously over 250m
along the fault. There are few occurrences of
carbonate crusts: small concretions, less than
10 cm wide, are observed at two sites. Within one
of the black patches, bubbles escaped from
the sediment while a push core was taken with the
R.O.V., indicating the presence of free gas immedi-
ately beneath the seafloor (supplementary material,
Armijo et al., 2005).

3.2.3. Central Basin

In the Central Basin, two nested fault systems
were observed. An inner rhombus-shaped connects
to the strike slip faults on topographic highs on
either side (Le Pichon et al., 2001; Rangin et al.,
2004). Additional faults follow the base of the
northern and southern slopes (Armijo et al., 2002).
The northern fault branches from the Central High
strike-slip fault, while the southern fault branches
from the Western High strike-slip fault. The nature
and level of activity of these external faults is
debated (Rangin et al., 2004). Based on morphology
and 3.5 kHz profiles from MARMARASCARPS

cruise, we consider that the northern branch has
recent (post 17,000 years) motion, likely with a
combination of strike-slip and normal motion.

The R.O.V. visual observation tracks follow the
southern scarp in the middle of the basin and the
base of the slope along the northern fault branch.
Venting sites are present along both fault scarps.
However, they are scarce and of limited extent. In
the middle of the basin, noteworthy seepage occurs
close to a zone where gas was suspected within the
sediment from an acoustic anomaly in the 3.5 kHz
data (Section 4). In this area, seafloor exhibits
carbonate crust pavements, black patches and
brown and white bacterial mat. Another seepage
zone, which is presently inactive, is located at the
connection with the strike-slip fault on the western
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topographic high. Crust pavements outcrop from
place to place on the seafloor. Along the northern
scarp, the vent sites are generally zones of small
black patches about 20 cm wide (Fig. 7a) separated
a few hundreds of meters from each other (250, 300
and 500m). The most active zone is located at the
northeastern end of the basin where the fault scarp
intersects the outlet of a canyon. Carbonate crust
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pavement is found across several hundreds of meters
(about 300m). At the top of the slope, the 20 cm
thick carbonate slabs are completely covered by
hemipelagic sediments, and outcrop along N901
elongated zones of black reduced sediments, with
from place to place sea anemones and sea urchins.
Farther downslope, and especially along the slope
break, the carbonate crusts form about 1m wide
chaotic broken slabs. In some places, the carbonate
slabs are piled up on each other forming up to 1–2m
high outcrops (Fig. 7b). Two small carbonate
chimneys (C1 and C2) about 10 cm high are
observed in this area covered with white and brown
sulfide-oxidizing bacterial mat (Fig. 7c and d). Along
the same bathymetric scarp, 150m eastward, an
isolated 3m high anthill-shaped carbonate mound,
dusted with hemipelagic sediments indicates a dead
zone (Fig. 7e). About 1 km eastward, another zone
with small carbonate crusts covered with a very thin
veneer of hemipelagic sediment is observed.
3.2.4. C- ınarcık Basin

The southern side of the C- ınarcık Basin was
poorly explored. Visual observations only occurred
Dark patches
Seeping site with  dark patches and bacterial mat
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from place to place (Fig. 8) along some linear scarps
corresponding to outcrops of sedimentary strata.
No seepage was observed on this side of the basin.
On the northern side of the basin, visual observa-
tions were made along the fault scarp that outlines
the base of the slope and where fluid vents were
observed. They are scarce and consist of isolated
black patches of reduced sediments a few tens of
centimeters in diameter, sometimes associated with
bacterial mats, or with bacterial mats directly at the
surface of the sediment (Fig. 8). Bivalves and sea
anemones are also present. They sometimes form
clusters of localized vents about 200m apart. The
easternmost seeping area, localized around (N40146,
E29111), is found next to a slump scar and is
composed of two vents sites 250m apart with
several black patches on the seafloor.
4. Sediment and pore fluids

4.1. Geophysical observations

In the basins, 3.5 kHz chirp profiles are generally
of good quality, locally showing acoustic disturbance
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caused by gas, mainly acoustic blanking and
acoustic turbidity. Acoustic blanking is character-
ized by a transparent domain in the seismic section.
Vertical acoustic blanking is mainly interpreted as
the result of the attenuation of the acoustic signal
caused by the gas within the sediments, while
transparent acoustic layers are most commonly
interpreted as debris flows processes or under-
compacted clay-rich sediments (Papatheodorou
et al., 1993; Bouriak et al., 2000). Acoustic turbidity
characterizes zones of disturbance of the seismic
record, with noisy and discontinuous reflections.
This feature may be attributed to the presence of gas
bubbles within the sediments, or to a disturbed
sedimentary structure, such as coarser poorly sorted
sediments scattering the acoustic signal (Hovland
and Judd, 1988).

We present here two examples of such acoustic
anomalies in the seismic records that are associated
with seafloor seepage manifestations. In the Central
basin, a zone of acoustic blanking is found on the
footwall of the main fault scarp, adjacent to an
active seepage site, and can be observed on both
WNW-ESE and N-S chirp profiles (Figs. 6 and 9).
This zone shows a vertical mushroom-shaped
blanking area about 200m wide topped with an
enhanced reflector found 14ms TWT (two-way
travel time) below seafloor (about 11m assuming a
sound velocity in the sediments of 1600m/s) (Fig. 9a
and b). This acoustic blanking zone is interpreted as
gas-charged sediments, and core MD04-2742 was
retrieved within this anomaly. The WNW-ESE
chirp profile parallel to the scarp also crosses farther
west another blanking zone about 70m wide topped
with an enhanced reflector (Fig. 9a).
s 
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Fig. 9. (a) MARMARA-VT chirp profile (frequency of 3.5 kHz) in the C

sediments. (b) MARMARASCARPS chirp profile (frequency of 3.5 kHz

location of the lines is indicated in Fig. 6.
In the Tekirdağ Basin, a zone of acoustic
turbidity is widespread on the northern slope
(Fig. 10). The top of this acoustically turbid zone
corresponds to the top of the lacustrine sediments.
A smaller zone is observed in the SE of the basin
near the carbonate chimneys site and two cores were
retrieved within this area (Fig. 11). This zone is
observed on several chirp profiles, covering an area
of 1.5� 2.5 km at the outlet of the canyon, and
could be attributed to the presence of gas within the
sediments or to coarser sand bodies from the
canyon, or to a combination of both. An unconfor-
mity underlain by strong reflectors beneath is found
at about 40ms TWT and presumably reflects a
change in sedimentary input after the marine–lacus-
trine transition. However, the canyon and levee
structure observed on one profile suggests the
canyon is still active.

4.2. Observations on cores

During the MARMARA-VT cruise in 2004, long
sediment cores were taken at the sites where free gas
was suspected in the Tekirdağ Basin (MD04-2737
and MD04-2740) and Central Basin (MD04-2742).
These cores may be compared with cores taken
during the same cruise on the basement highs
(MD04-2741), and also in the same basins during
MARMARACORE cruise (Beck et al., 2007).
All cores displayed gas expansion and gas voids
and it was often necessary to drill holes through the
core liner to release excess pressure before cutting.
This behavior does not necessarily imply that free
gas is present in situ as gas pressure in the core liner
may result from degassing of methane originally
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dissolved in the pore fluid. However cores taken in
the suspected gas plumes had voids up to 2.5m (for
core MD04-2737), and some sections were filled
with a mixture of liquid mud and gas which erupted
violently through the holes drilled in the core liner.
Total amount of gas expansion reached 670 cm in
core MD04-2737, 455 cm in core MD04-2742 and
180 cm in core MD04-2741. The biggest voids are
found in core MD04-2737 with voids of 104 cm at
11m BSF (below seafloor) and of 253 cm (more
than one empty section) at 36m BSF, and in core
MD04-2742 with void of 92 cm at 10m BSF. Core
MD04-2741 shows gas expansion between 10 and
18m BSF.

Also remarkable is the presence of thick layers of
coarse sands in the Tekirdağ Basin at a depth in
core corresponding to the strong reflectors beneath
the unconfomity in the 3.5 kHz profile (Fig. 11).
These sands are rich in various shells and shell
fragments, and contain Dreissena bivalves or
Turricaspia shells. This observation does not imply
that lacustrine conditions prevailed at the time of
sand deposition as the shells could be reworked, but
shows a stronger input of coarse material from the
canyon at the time of the lacustrine–marine transi-
tion. A 1-m thick sand layer was recovered in core
MD04-2737 at 40m depth in core. Closer to the
canyon outlet, core MD04-2740 sampled 10m of
sand at its base (beneath 12m BSF), but this may
not reflect in situ thickness because fluidization is
possible during coring. However, the onlaps on the
3.5 kHz profile do suggest that discrete sand layers
in the basin coalesce near the canyon outlet where
they reach the fault zone.

4.3. Pore fluid geochemistry

The chloride concentration in cores is nearly
constant in the first 5–10m (depending on the core)
and decreases progressively with depth below
(Fig. 12 and Supplementary Table 2). Elements
Na, Mg, K, and B display similar behavior. Cross-
plots of Na, Mg and B versus Cl are shown on
Fig. 13. On these plots, core MD04-2740 data
follow linear trends. This observation suggests a
simple mixing between fluids in the surface layer
and in the sand layer found at 12m depth in core.
End-member fluids on this mixing line are the Sea of
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Marmara deep water and a low salinity end-
member. The composition of the low salinity end-
member along the mixing trend is bracketed in the
following way: (1) the maximum possible concen-
tration in Cl, Na, Mg and B is defined by the
deepest sample; (2) the minimum chloride concen-
tration of 100mmol/L is inferred extrapolating
the boron versus chloride trend for MD04-2740 to
a 0mmol/L boron concentration. Possible low
salinity end-member fluid compositions thus range
0–70 mM for boron, 100–200mmol/L for chloride,
40–120mmol/L for sodium, 8–18mmol/L for mag-
nesium, and 0.6–2.4mmol/L for potassium. Con-
centrations of Cl, Na, Mg, K, and B in other cores
are consistent with the mixing line defined by
MD04-2740, although Mg, K and B data display
some deviations, which may be explained by in situ

reactions within the sediment. Other elements (Ca,
Li, Sr, Ba, Mn, Fe, Si) do not follow mixing lines,
most likely because the concentrations of these
elements are more influenced by in situ reactions
(Supplementary Table 2). Sulfate concentration
drops to near zero value as soon as chlorinity starts
to decrease (5–10m BSF). As may be expected,
barium (see Supplementary Table 2) increases
sharply at the same level due to the dissolution of
barium sulfate (BaSO4). The sulfate–chloride cross-
plot indicates thus a correlation between the
sulfate–methane reaction zone, generally observed
at a few meters below seafloor in the Sea of
Marmara (Halbach et al., 2004; C- agatay et al.,
2004) and the chlorinity decrease. This correlation is
observed in all cores and is not specific to seepage
sites. Anaerobic methane generation may thus occur
within the sediment at a depth of only a few meters
throughout the Sea of Marmara.

We have seen that fluid composition plots of
Cl versus B, Na and Mg (Fig. 13) suggest mixing
between a seawater end-member and a low-salinity
end-member. It is well known from previous
paleoenvironnemental studies that the Sea of
Marmara underwent a lacustrine episode prior to
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the last glacio-eustatic sea level rise in late
Quaternary time (Aksu et al., 1999; C- agatay et al.,
2000, 2003; Ryan et al., 2003) and that the lacustrine
to marine transition occurred at about 14 kyr BP
Cal (12 kyr BP 14C; C- agatay et al., 2000). In this
context, we propose that the burial of fresh or
brackish water is the main cause of pore water
freshening with depth. The low-salinity end-member
composition suggests that the Marmara Lake
retained some salt (at least 100mM Cl). However,
the end-member fluid has been altered by reactions
in the sediment, such as sulfate reduction, and
consequently is probably different from the original
composition of the Marmara Lake.

Theoretically, pore water freshening may be
produced by a variety of other mechanisms (Martin
et al., 1996; De Lange and Brumsack, 1998; Brown
et al., 2001; Kopf and Deyhle, 2002). Among them,
upward migration of pore fluid from the zone of
smectite to illite reaction and gas hydrates dissocia-
tion may be hypothesized in the Sea of Marmara.
However, a high-temperature diagenetic fluid
source, compatible with smectite dehydration taking
place at temperatures ranging from about 60 to
150 1C, is expected to be enriched in B and Li with
respect to seawater (You et al., 1993; Kopf and
Deyhle, 2002). This observation is not supported by
our data (Supplementary Table 2 and Fig. 13),
showing low B and Li, and indicating thus low
temperature reactions. The hydrate freshening
hypothesis is also unlikely. The minimum tempera-
ture recorded in the deep water is 14.4 1C (for a
salinity of 38) and the minimum depth for hydrate
stability under these conditions is 1350m (Henry
et al., 1999). As the maximum depth of the Sea of
Marmara is 1260m, this excludes the presence of
pure methane hydrate. It would still be possible to
form hydrates from gas mixtures involving methane
and higher hydrocarbon or H2S, but these are
unlikely to be widespread, while freshening is
observed systematically both in basins and on
topographic highs.

Following these arguments, we assume that the
progressive decrease of Cl concentration with depth
is the result of diffusion between the present day
seawater and a low salinity pore fluid equilibrated
with Marmara Lake water during the glaciation.
The nearly constant chloride concentration in the
first 5–10m and the coincidence of this level with the
sulfate–methane reaction zone requires a non-local
mixing process (Wallmann et al., 1997). Investigat-
ing the cause of mixing is not within the objectives
of this work. We will only assume that some process
homogenizes pore fluid composition to a depth z0 in
the sediment and that z0 does not vary significantly
with time. In the absence of advection flux (pure
diffusion), the chlorinity profile below this level may
be approximated as an error function (Crank,
1975).

½Cl�� ¼ ½Cl��lake þ ð½Cl
�
�sea � ½Cl

�
�lakeÞ

� erfc
z� z0

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

� �
.

In Fig. 12, model 1 is an example of diffusion
profile shown for an instantaneous salinization at
14,000 years B.P. of a freshwater lake ([Cl�]lake ¼ 0)
with present day seawater ([Cl�]sea ¼ 600mmol/L;
appropriate for bottom water in the Sea of
Marmara), and a diffusion coefficient for chloride
in the sediment D ¼ 10�9m2 s�1, corresponding
to a temperature of 14 1C and a formation factor
of 2 (Li and Gregory, 1974; Henry et al., 1996).
However, the true salinity of the lake is probably
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non-zero and model 2 is presented for an initial
[Cl�]lake ¼ 100mmol/L. These theoretical profiles
should be considered as reference curves represent-
ing the no-advection state, and not as fitted profiles.
Profiles from core MD04-2741 on the Western High
and from core MD04-2742 on the Central Basin lie
on either side of the reference curves and display
comparable average gradients (13mmol/L/m).
Likely, these profiles do not require advection and
may be fitted with more elaborate models for
salinization and surface layer mixing. Remarkably,
MD04-2742 is located in a gassy sediment column.
The absence of significant water advection at this
site indicates that gas and water may not always
migrate together or along the same paths. In the
Tekirdağ Basin, the chlorinity gradient at MD04-
2737 is only 7mmol/L/m but reaches 58mmol/L/m
at MD04-2740, located 150–200m north of the
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chimneys, implying downward advection at MD04-
2737 and upward advection or lateral flow at
MD04-2740. The high salinity gradient in core
MD04-2740 is obtained in the hemipelagic muds
overlying the coarse sand layers and the sounder
profiles show that sand layers dip toward the basin
(from 12m at MD 04-2740 to about 40m depth in
core at MD 04-2737; see Fig. 11). Buoyancy forces
acting on the brackish fluid (lower density than
seawater) will favor up-dip migration. This suggests
that the sand layers channel fluids buried below the
basin towards the fault, where they are expelled.
The lower chlorinity gradient at MD04-2737 may
result from seawater convective down-flow, or to
entrainment of pore fluids with the sedimentation. If
pore fluid from clay layer compaction in the basin is
channelled toward the fault zone by sandy aquifers
and expelled, a net down-flow of seawater is
obtained in the basin. In a steady-state 1-D
compaction model, this flux would be nearly zero
(Hutchison, 1985).

5. Synthesis and discussion

The distribution of cold seep sites in the Sea of
Marmara results from a combination of factors.
The tectonic control appears as the most important
factor for the occurrence of fluid seepage. All
seepage sites observed are found aligned on faults,
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Fig. 14. Detailed area of dive 11 illustrating the relationship of the venti
channelling the fluid flow and gas discharge. One
important question is to what extent this systematic
association is influenced by observational bias. The
R.O.V. survey was designed to investigate fault
scarps and most observations are restricted to a
narrow (less than 400m wide) band along suspected
fault traces. However, it is possible to confirm a
close association with faults because the vents are
not located randomly along the observation tracks.
The scale of observation of the fault-seep relation-
ship may be determined in areas with bathymetric
coverage where the R.O.V. followed a sawtooth
route (Fig. 14). As in this example, seeps were
generally found within 50m of the point where the
R.O.V. crossed the seafloor expression of the fault.
Moreover, in the Tekirdağ Basin, most active
seeping sites are aligned along fault scarps and are
associated with the interplay of major faulting and
secondary Riedel faults (Fig. 4). However, we
cannot exclude the possibility that cold seeps
completely unrelated to fault zones may exist in
unexplored areas in the Sea of Marmara.

An interesting feature is the distinction that could
be made between relatively common black patches
and bacterial mats and very peculiar sites with
active chimneys. So far, active chimneys have been
observed at only two sites, in the Tekirdağ Basin,
and on the northern edge of the Central Basin. The
chimneys expel water, presumably brackish water
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trapped in the sediment during lacustrine times. The
two sites where they are found have very similar
settings: they are located on an active fault outcrop,
at the outlet of a canyon and on the edge of a basin.
We propose a logical explanation for this combina-
tion. At least in Tekirdağ, the canyon has fed coarse
sand layers, which in turn provided pathways to
drain fluids laterally from an area of at least 1 km2

in the basin toward the fault zone where they ascend
to the seafloor. Furthermore, continued canyon
activity can prevent the sealing of the fault conduits
at the seafloor by removing hemipelagic draping.
The outflow can result from three different pro-
cesses that may be combined: compaction of the
sediment in the basins, buoyancy driven convection
and gas charging of the sand layers. These three
processes may in theory be distinguished by flux and
pore pressure measurements, which are not avail-
able at this stage.

Overall, there is an apparent decrease of activity
from west to east. While the Tekirdağ Basin
has both more spectacular and more widespread
activity than the Central Basin, the Western
High also has more activity than the Central
High. Finally, evidence for fluid expulsion is sparse
in C- ınarcık, and absent near the connection with the
fault branches in Izmit Gulf which slipped in
1999. Possible explanations fall in three broad
categories: (1) observation bias if R.O.V. VICTOR

missed important sites in C- ınarcık Basin;
(2) influence of the seismic cycle and recent
earthquakes; (3) systematic changes in methane
production and migration fluxes. We cannot dis-
criminate these possibilities based on available
evidence, but can formulate hypotheses. We re-
marked that the current pattern of fluid expulsion
at the Tekirdağ chimney site reflects com-
petition between permeability increase caused by
fracturing in the fault zone and permeability
decrease caused by authigenic carbonate precipita-
tion. Earthquake rupture is expected to increase
permeability of the slipped segments, or around the
rupture tips (Curewitz and Karson, 1997). The
permeability of the fault zone would then relate to
the time elapsed since the last earthquake. The
stronger activity in the west would thus be
consistent with an offshore extension of the 1912
Ganos rupture, as suggested by Armijo et al. (2005).
However, this hypothesis does not explain the
activity on the NE edge of the Central Basin and
does not fit the absence of activity in the eastern-
most C- ınarcık Basin.
Alternatively, a higher methane flux in the
western part of the Sea of Marmara could account
for the more abundant cold seeps there. Data on
gas origin in the Sea of Marmara are scarce and
suggest primarily a biogenic origin, with a minor
(1% ethane+propane) thermogenic component
(Halbach et al., 2002). However, the Tertiary
Thrace Basin has potential for thermogenic
methane generation and extends under the western
part of the Sea of Marmara (Gürgey et al., 2005;
Görür and Okay, 1996; Hos-gormez and Yalcin,
2005) (Fig. 1). The potential contribution of Thrace
Basin thermogenic gasses to cold seep activity in the
western Sea of Marmara may be evaluated in the
future by systematic characterization of gas chemi-
cal and isotopic composition at cold seeps.

6. Conclusion

Seafloor manifestations of fluid outflow in the Sea
of Marmara have been investigated through R.O.V.
visual observations. All observed zones of seepage
occur along the main active fault, acting as active
conduits near the subsurface, especially when
permeability is highest, i.e. at the interplay of major
and secondary faulting. Two types of fluid migra-
tion should be distinguished: (1) methane free gas
migration in the sediment has been inferred from
echosounder acoustic anomaly and bubble emis-
sions triggered by coring and occur at black patches
of reduced sediments; (2) highly focused brackish
pore water expulsion through authigenic carbonate
chimneys occurs in the Tekirdağ and Central basins
at the intersection of outlets of canyons and active
fault scarps. A mechanism accounting for this
observation is that fluids may be channelled along
high permeability sand strata towards the active
fault scarp, and are expelled where erosion is the
most active. This hypothesis is supported by pore
fluid chemistry profiles, at least for the venting sites
located within the Tekirdağ Basin.
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